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web components

assemblers
less crafting
more assembling
design systems
<nav class="navbar navbar-default">
  <div class="container-fluid">
    <div class="navbar-header">
      <a class="navbar-brand" href="#">
        <img alt="Brand" src="...">
      </a>
    </div>
  </div>
</nav>
<brand-nav>
  <a slot="navbar-brand" href="#">
    <img alt="Brand" src="...">
  </a>
</brand-nav>
Featured elements

poly-graph
A simple multi line (or dots) polygraph plotter
larsgk

qairoe-app-router
It's a simple routing system that changes the viewport depending on the route given
litleqairoes

ibm-tabs
Tabs are used to separate content into different panes
IBMResearch

Featured collections

ibm-elements
A collection of elements made by the IBM Research team
IBMResearch

awesome-button-elements
Awesome up-to-date button elements.
StartPolymer

awesome-elements
A collection of awesome up-to-date Polymer / Web Components elements.
StartPolymer

Getting started with web components

Introduction
What are web components? Why are they awesome? All the answers in this article.

Polyfills
Use web components today and have them work in all major browsers.
paper-fab v1.2.1

A material design floating action button

Material design: Floating Action Button

paper-fab is a floating action button. It contains an image placed in the center and comes in two sizes: regular size and a smaller size by applying the attribute mini. When the user touches the button, a ripple effect emanates from the center of the button.

You may import iron-icons to use with this element, or provide a URL to a custom icon. See iron-iconset for more information about how to use a custom icon set.

```html
<paper-fab icon="favorite"></paper-fab>
<paper-fab mini icon="reply"></paper-fab>
<paper-fab label=""></paper-fab>
```
yes, but...
no such thing as one-size-fits-all
Indie elements catalog

**paper-input**
A Material Design text field

**paper-button**
A Material Design button

**paper-checkbox**
A Material Design checkbox with remote docs and demo

**emoji-rain**
A magical emoji rain element

**lazy-image**
A custom image element that lets you load resources on demand
yes, but...
02-toolbar

03-toolbar
what you see you hope you get
WYSIWYG
// what you see is what you get
WYSIWYG

// what you see is what you deserve
(demo time)
“I certify this suitable for no particular purpose
~*~ dream big ~*~
keep on assembling!